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In Short Cynicism, by Zabot
Blake Wallin, Twelfth Grade
The boss of the office had a name.
His name was Lucas Spintilet.
The boss of the office looked at the stack of papers in my
hand questioningly.
It was obvious that he did not approve of the off-kilter
subjects inside my off-kilter stack of papers.
“What is it about, the new President’s scandal?” Spintilet
inquired.
“Sir, you know better than I do that this newspaper isn’t
allowed to publish anything bad about him.”
He leaned onto my desk and cradled a coffee mug in his
hand.
“So what you’re saying is that we can’t say anything bad
about him, is that correct?”
“That’s correct, sir,” I cautiously replied, knowing
vituperation was on its way.
“Then why did you propose such an idea to me?!” asked
Spintilet.
I remained calm, trying to act as a foil to his anger; thus
making him see how ridiculous he looked.

If they need us to get out of the stall and run through
hoops, we happily oblige.
It’s called a coffee run. I occasionally perform these acts of
derring-do.
Rouge sits all day, prim and proper, rifling through files
and checking her computer.
I spend half of the day staring across the barren highway,
and the other half praying that I’m not a stalker.
I think too much, I think to myself. I might get a headache.
After swallowing Tylenol to appease my headache, I looked
across the highway.
The redhead was leaving, gathering her belongings.
Rouge dropped her brush, and I picked it up.
On the way up, our eyes met.
Then her eyes met with the ceiling, and she seemed more
intrigued by it.
After looking at the ceiling, Rouge walked away slowly.
I averted my eyes, so as not to look like a stalker.
After she had left, I looked at the door for a while, and a
black cleaning lady saw me.

“I didn’t. You asked me if my stack of papers was about the
President.”

This black cleaning lady had a name.

“Oh. Right. So I did. Carry on, then.”

Her name was Latisha Belle.

Spintilet awkwardly rose from his perch on my desk and

“What on earth are you doin’ child?”

sifted through the papers.

I was taken out of my trance.

“Then what is in the stack?” he inquired.

“I was a … I was just seeing if everybody had left.”

I was worn out and it was close to closing time, my favorite

Latisha looked around.

time of the day.

“Alright, sweety,” she said, shaking her head and smiling.

“In short, cynicism.”

“Yeah, yeah. I suppose I’ll have to just get back to work.”

He looked at me as if I were an idiot.

She maternally peered over my paperwork.

I didn’t mind. Better a cruel look than a pitying look.

“What have you got there?” Latisha asked.

Spintilet walked away briskly, even going so far as to add

“This? Oh, this is nothing.”

slight swagger to his step.
I smiled. At least he was gone now.

“Well, it must have to be something, or else you wouldn’t
have it stacked so neatly,”
Latisha said matter-of-factly.

The cute redhead had a name.
Her name was Eileen Rouge.
The cute redhead was now across the cubicle highway, as
my co-workers have affectionately titled it.
The cubicle highway was the two or three feet in-between
the rows of cubicles.
The cubicles are little boxes in which they store their
workers: sort of like a horse stall.
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I picked up and looked at the stack of papers.
They were neatly stacked, but I don’t remember arranging
them.
I must have done it unconsciously while I was trying not to
look across the highway.
I sighed, “So they are. So they are. I know what these
papers are after all.”
She looked over my shoulder in suspense, “And …”

I plopped the stack down onto the desk and sternly looked
her straight in the face.
“In short, cynicism.”

The new poem made the other seem like a James Patterson
novel.
It was impossible to understand.

“Well, let’s have a look-see,” Latisha implored.
The first page said “In Short, Cynicism”.

The end’s beginning

The next page had a poem on it.

ad (journey physical,

“Move over. I can’t see it,” Latisha said impatiently.

then, spiritual journey)
infinitum and so on

a manuscript in retrospect
a
retro
(m/^/^/^/^/

“Does this make any sense to you?” I asked her.
“No. And I’m done looking at them poems. They’re
impossible to understand.”

a/^/^/^/^

“I know. That Bill guy was crazy,” I said reassuringly.

n/^/^/^/

“Well, I’m off. I have a date with Casablanca.”

u/^/^/^

“Have fun,” I called after.

s/^/^/

“Yeah, yeah.”

c/^/^
r/^/
i/^
p/

And with that, Latisha and her faithful cleaning supplies
were out the door.
After she left, I sat in the middle of the large room, next to
the central cubicle highway.

t.)

After she left, I was alone to mull over these vague poems.

spect.

They were intriguing.
They were impossible to understand.

She scratched her head, confused.

They were something I knew I somehow did understand.

“Looks like a really crappy EE Cummings poem that he

They were bizarre and cynical.

threw out.”
“Some person named Bill gave it to me. I wasn’t sure about

They were …
In short, cynicism.

it, but I wasn’t going to refuse a guy with a bandage around his
chest.”
“What happened?” Latisha asked.
“He was shot,” I said.

Acrylic paint
By Remi Bagwell, Eleventh Grade

“Oh my gosh.”
“Yeah, it was kind of depressing. So is this poem.
And the next one’s even worse.”
“What’s in the next one?” Latisha begged.
“The next one’s a little bit weirder,” I said as a sort of
warning.
She just looked at me and said in a sassy tone,
“Now, what do you think I do?” Latisha asked with her
hands on her hips.
“Umm. You clean this office.”
“That’s right. And don’t you think there would be some
nasty stuff in this building?”
“I suppose so,” I said meekly.
“You’re absolutely right there’s some nasty stuff,” she
concluded.
I flipped to the second page.
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The Battle of Those Fighting With the Wrong Person
Annie Flaherty, Eleventh Grade
This is the tale of two girls and a boy,

But she had never considered quality over amount.

John, who treats girls no better than toys.

When it comes to pulling hair she’s the best of the best.

He cheats, lies, and sneaks around all day,

It’s her only gift. Isn’t she blessed?

With his mind full of games he’s anxious to play.

Emily was armed with her impressive vocabulary,

His favorite game is to play with girls’ hearts.

Which Sally had thought to be rather scary.

Controlling minds and feelings like a rare form of art.

As intimidated as she ever could be,

Why stick to one girlfriend when he can have six?

Sally put on a brave face and gathered her army.

He enjoys having choices and freedom to pick.

She would never let it be known that she was afraid,

That is until two had discovered his tricks,

Making her friends fight to their social deaths. Each one must

Bringing about this major conflict.

stay.

The two girls agreed to meet after school.

Emily used her book to hit Sally on the head.

Both spent the day preparing for their deathly duel.

Each girl wanting to fight until the other was dead.

With their armies of friends, they formed battle plans.

Sally pulled out her extraordinary skills,

When word got around, students became fans.

And she started pulling hair aiming to kill.

After the final bell a great crowd had formed,

Encouraging the argument and excited by the whole thing,

And both girls were well prepared to perform.

The cherubs on the fountain in the schoolyard began to sing.

The first girl always found with a book in her hand.
She with the most common sense in the land,
Known as Emily, she is very nice.

Nearing the end of the fight, the girls were worn out.
They both called a truce without any doubt.
What a silly battle and a waste of time,

Too bad John had turned her heart into ice.

It wasn’t worth the trouble with no reason or rhyme.

He only inspired her to work toward her goal,

Both girls have moved on, but never realized this:

To defeat her enemy and gain total control.

They made a huge mistake. This point they did miss.

Emily has always been the best all around;

The girls fought a good fight, with only one flaw.

She would be queen if one were to be crowned.

They never got mad at the culprit at all.

Sally was the other girl John had hurt.

Free to date new girls, John moved on in peace.

She’s very obnoxious and quite the flirt.

Out of all of his troubles, this had been the least.

Dumber than a doorknob on a shed with dull tools,

The girls fought the wrong fight with each other,

Her only priority is to be cool.

And John continues to cheat one girl after another.

She has always had too many friends to count,

Photograph

Acrylic paint and marker

Madelyn Livingston, Ninth Grade

Brooke Brannon, Seventh Grade
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An Interview with Kurt Cobain
Clay Westing, Tenth Grade
Clay Westing: Yo, Kurt, that was a pretty sick show! What

CW: Kurt I’ve been dying to tell you congratulations on the

were you feeling out there?

album Nevermind hitting number one on the Billboard Charts.

Kurt Cobain: I just felt it—the energy from my fans and the

You must be really pumped about that.

rest of my band. Everything was perfect, man.

KC: No, quite the opposite, actually.

CW: Kurt, I have to ask you where do you get the influence

CW: What? Why wouldn’t you be excited about that?

from?
KC: All of my songs are basically saying the same thing. I’m
just angry at everything in the world, and that’s what I’m

KC: Because I have become the monster I tried to destroy.
CW: Please explain yourself Kurt.

trying to betray in the music. It’s all bottled up inside, and I

KC: The whole reason that I started to write this music was

need somewhere to release it, so I do it through my music.

because I hate the music industry for what it is. It’s a money

CW: Many people have criticized you for being an overall
angry person and depressed. What do you have to say to
them?

making machine. I created my music because I was trying to
stop this. I was tired of seeing “drama queens” up on stage
with no musical talent become famous because of the way they
looked. I wanted to create something new something to kill

KC: I can see why they think that I can be very depressed at

mainstream music. Instead, I became a part of it. I was no

times, but I’m not an angry person. People might misinterpret

longer just a front man. I became a celebrity and an icon that

me for being a mean hearted person, but I’m not. I have a lot

everyone knew. I hate being famous. I hate having people

of problems in my own life that I need to fix, but I would never

come up to you day after day telling you how special you are.

try to hurt anybody. Many people might also think that

I’m just another person like everyone.

because of the music I write and the single effect of anger and
hate. Just remember that I am just releasing the hate and pain
inside of me in a constructive way that won’t hurt anybody.

CW: Wow, well … I guess I will let you go, man. Thank you so
much for letting me take your time
KC: No problem, man. I’ll see you around

Moon

Watercolor and pastel chalk

Kelly Carpenter, Seventh Grade

Caela Gray, Sixth Grade

Creeping up a dark sheet of nothing,
She meanders about, ever changing.
Wondering what is in view,
Roaming mother Earth with her brightness.
But unlike her counterpart,
She sees nothing.
Some small spots highlight paved streets,
But creatures rarely travel at this time.
Lonely and desperate, her game is done.
And she sees the early birds, waiting
To greet her opposite
With anticipation.
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Dysfunctional: A Satire
Kirsten Bagwell, Eleventh Grade
Once upon a time, reader, there was a teenage girl. And
today, today, my dearest reader, today you get to hear her tale:
It was all dark, dreary rain that splattered the windshield

However, I didn’t even manage to open the door all the way
before Dad’s happiness seemed to hit me like a tidal wave. He
flung the door open, all the while shouting my name,

as we drove to Sporks, Jefferson. The rain seemed fitting,

“ISABELLA!!!! It’s so good to see you! Thank God you’re…” he

seemingly representing the vapid darkness inside my soul. I

glanced around suddenly, looking warily at the driveway, “oh

rolled my eyes over to my mother, driving me silently to my

good, she’s gone. Dunno why we ever got married to begin

doom. She glanced over at me, sensing my despair. “You

with,” he stopped muttering after a second and glanced up,

know, you don’t have to go to Sporks if you don’t want to,” she

“BELLA!! Thank God you’re here! This is going to be so much

muttered, but I could tell she wanted me to leave. No one

fun.” He started dragging my bag into the kitchen, jabbering

understands me. Ever. I sighed, “No, I want to go, it’ll be fun,” a

about what we could do while I was there. I don’t know if he

lie through my teeth. The dark rain hit the windshield fiercer

realized that I was staying for a few years. He has a mild case

as we drove nearer Sporks. The sign welcoming us to Sporks

of attention deficit disorder. It’s not bad if he takes his

was darkened by years of sitting in the rain and cold that

medicine, which apparently skipped his mind today. “Your

surrounded the town. I sat up a little straighter, observing the

room is upstairs; do you remember your room Bella? I painted

town that would be my penitentiary for the next few years of

it purple. You like purple right?” he looked at me like an

my worthless life.

expectant puppy, his head cocked to one side. “Yeah, Dad,

The buildings were small, coated with black streaks from

purple is great” …it’s close enough to black.

the rain. This town seemed to sum up my life and then amplify

I lugged my things upstairs, and found my room. Sure

the amount of despair I always felt. But instead of making me

enough, eggplant purple is close enough to black, so I liked it,

feel like I belong, it made me feel like curling up in bed and

surprisingly. Maybe things are starting to look up.

staring at a wall for a few hours. I sighed, running my finger

Nope, no, they are not looking up. After rummaging

along the car door. Suddenly I saw my first glimpse of the

through my small suitcase I pulled out my toothbrush and

residents, a group of adolescent girls, ranging probably from

walked to the bathroom. Which was Pink. PINK… why would a

ten to seventeen, and even a few adult women, carrying

single man have a pink bathroom? I brushed my teeth as

various dark objects and muttering amongst themselves,

quickly as I could, and washed the thick black off my eyes. As

looking far too deluded for their own good, walking along the

soon as I was done I tossed the toothbrush onto the shelf and

street. As we got closer I noticed that the occasional girl was

dashed down the hallway back to the darkness of my

holding a rolled up a poster or a thick book and smiling oddly,

bedroom.

a misted over look in their eyes. Hmm… so much for the

The drive had worn away at my energy, and the darkness

gloom that seemed to permeate through the town. I’d have to

soon washed over me, I succumbed to sleep. However, before I

remember to figure out who those people were when I made it

fell asleep, I swear there was a teenage boy in the corner.

to school.
My mother finally reached my father’s house, and in doing
so it seemed as though she had taken a weight off her

Watching me.
***
“Isabella Malinger? Hi, I’m Anna Smith. You’re, like, the

shoulders and given her a good shot of happy juice. I mean, I

new girl, right?” she gazed enthusiastically me, waiting for an

knew she hated me, but I didn’t know she wanted me gone this

answer. It’s my first day here at Sporks High School. SHS. More

much. “Ok, here we are! You can get out now! Have fun!” she

like SOS to me, but nobody seemed to care. My dad had woken

sang out as she tossed the bags out of the back, practically

me up, overexcitedly fed me some pancakes, and gave me a

skipping back to her seat. “I love you,” she cried as she was

rusty bike to ride to school on. I forgot all about the strange

about to shut the door; it seemed almost like an afterthought, a

boy before breakfast while I was painting on my dark black

necessity of society. “Liar,” I muttered quietly, and turned to

eye shadow. I had come to the conclusion that he must have

walk to the house.

been a figment of my sleep deprived mind. It’s the only way.

The door creaked on its hinges as it opened, and a flake of

I’m not crazy. I know I’m not. I looked back at Anna. She had

the peeling white paint fell on my hand. I winced and flicked it

perfectly French manicured nails, straight as a pin blonde hair,

off, anything white seemed too happy to be touching me.

and blue eyes. She seemed the exact opposite of me. My hair
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was dyed black as a raven, my nails painted even blacker. I

near the windows. The rain started up again, and I glared

squinted at them. Well, they were jet black, before they started

outside at the dark clouds. I scrawled a black squiggle on the

chipping. Now the pale pink of my nails were showing

paper and sighed at the rain as it began to assault the glass. I

through. I’d have to paint that over later. It looked too, happy.

joined a few lines on the squiggle. Hm… I drew eye sockets. It

Chipper. I couldn’t have people thinking of me as a cheerful

looked like a skull. I peered at it. That’s fitting then I suppose,

person on my first day of school. It would ruin me. They would

that’s what we all end up as anyway after our miserable lives

be far too disappointed to see my despair later down the road

are done. I reached up on the shelf, intending to find a new

if they thought I was happy as a first impression. Of course, I

marker. Where were those markers hidden? It seemed like the

never care what people think of me. Except if they think of me

world was out to spite me today. I reached farther back on the

as cheerful.

shelf, my fingers grabbing on to what felt like a container of

Anna shifted in front of me, and her movement caused me

could be markers. As it neared the edge of the high shelf I

to glance up. “Bella? Yeah, that’s me” I replied after realizing

noticed that it was glittery. I tried to pull my hand back, but

she had been waiting for an answer for the past few minutes.

the container fell forward, and even as I jumped back I knew it

“OMG. I am so, like, excited, that you’re, like a new student.”

was too late. The fine sparkles covered me, silvery taunts

she began bouncing away, dragging me with her. “I’ll show you

floating about, drifting lazily to the ground. “I hate this place,” I

around all of your classes!” she looked back at me gravely

thought to myself as I reached down to pick up the sparkles.

“BTW, everyone here is liked, really weird. They read this

“No! Don’t!” I looked up to see one of the Sunlight obsessed

book thing, Sunlight, and it’s like, about unicorn shape shifters,

girls shuffling, entranced, towards the sparkles. “It looks like

and really hot guys that sparkle. Or something. Like, IDK. I

Edward” she whispered, scooping the sparkles into an empty

didn’t read it. I don’t like reading. Do you?” seeing as she might

water bottle. “Ooh you look like one of them too” she

turn out being my only friend at this place, I felt obliged to

murmured in a half crazed manner. I couldn’t help but notice

agree with her. “Ok, good, I was afraid you’d be like, a nerd, or

the rabid look in her eyes. “Um one of who? Sorry? I don’t

one of them. But, like, yeah. I’m the only normal one here,” oh

know what you’re talking about” I said, slowly backing up.

god, if she’s the only normal one… “Well, Edmund isn’t

“One of who?! One of the characters from Sunlight of course, I

obsessed with that book thing, but he is a vegetarian, and he’s

mean hello haven’t you read them? Wow, you must have been

not what one would call ‘normal’, and the other guys here are

chosen by that glitter, you’re so lucky, I mean I wish I was

just idiots who follow along with this deal to keep the girls

chosen by glitter maybe Edward would choose me and carry

happy” she said in a whisper as we walked into class.

me off and we could have a little family and…” she trailed off,

The students looked up at me, stopping midsentence to

not noticing me as I backed up, all the way to the teacher. “May

stare at me. They were all grouped around a table with a

I go to the bathroom please?” I asked, while warily watching

poster and a few books, their pages splayed open. The

for anyone else to notice that I was covered in sparkles. I also

anomaly of a new face didn’t distract them for long, and soon

made note of anything in the room that could be used as a

they delved back into their conversation. I followed Anna to

weapon in the event that they did notice that I “looked like

the desks away from their cluster, but as we walked by I

Edward.” She looked up at me, smiling, “Scared of them?” she

managed to see the poster and books. They were the same as

asked, nodding towards the group of girls huddled by a book, a

the ones that the groups of girls were carrying yesterday. “Hey

few guys looking bored into the distance. “Don’t worry, you get

Anna, do they do this weird like group rave about Sunlight

used to it. Just don’t end up like the guys, brainwashed by

outside of school too?” She looked up at me, “ Oh yeah, I forgot

them, and you’ll be fine,” she looked at my clothes, “I thought I

to tell you about that, they have this, like, shrine thingy set up,

had hid all the sparkles. It makes them crazier, go wash up

dedicated to the main character of the book, Edward, or

before they notice.”

something like that. They all go there and talk about how

On the way to find the bathroom I suddenly felt a breath

awesome Edward is, and fantasize about Edward, and all that

tickle my neck. I whirled around, only to see the boy from my

stuff. Like, weirdoes, you know? And that’s not all, like adult

room standing two inches from my face. “Sparkles look lovely

women go there with them, I mean, what a messed up society.”

on you” he whispered, moving forward as I inched back. “You

I stared at her. That explained the group walking along the

complete me. I’ve lived too long searching for you. And now

road yesterday then. This town has some major issues.

I’ve found you.” Good lord. “Who are you?” I asked, still trying

Art class was disturbing too. Anna had to go to a different
class, so I was by myself with the lunatics. I sat down at a chair

to get someone to walk by. “My name is Edmund, and you are
my soul mate, but I’m not good for you, I’m too dangerous, it
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hurts me to say this, but I can’t be with you, I put you in

away abruptly. “Wait, what? No, you’re a vegetarian stalker” I

danger.” I peered at him, “I have no idea what the heck is

replied in confusion. He spun around, “You know what I am

wrong with you.” This was really too much for me to deal with

don’t you? Say it. Out loud.” I was too confused now. “What, a

in a day. “Ok, fine, if you insist, we can be together, but I don’t

vegetarian? A creepy guy who follows me?”

know why you would put yourself in danger.”
“Yeah me neither”
“But you want us to be together, and you’re the only thing
that has ever made me happy”
“I’m pretty sure you have the wrong person” I was now
certain he was crazy. I could see what Anna meant by saying
he wasn’t “normal.”
“Oh no, you’re the one, I’ve been following you, I watched
you sleep last night, and I followed you to all your classes.”
“Are you stalking me?”
“Come with me” he said, pulling me out of the doors. I

“No, I’m a unicorn shape shifter”
Ok, I am now convinced the whole school broke into a case
of crazy juice. “Prove it. I think you’re just crazy”
“You don’t believe me? I thought you loved me! See? I am
one” and at these impassioned words he ran into the woods.
I sat in the clearing for a while, running my fingertips along
the blackened tree trunks. This whole place really is crazy. I
mean, Edmund had obviously been either one of the obsessed
or bullied so much by the fans of Sunlight that he became one
of the believers, or wanted to be one of the groups.
I went back inside as the rain fell once more. The darkness

looked in panic for anyone to help, but they were all in class,

hit my pale skin as I walked back through the parking lot. The

obsessing over Sunlight. He pulled me into a clearing amongst

dreariness itself seemed rabidly insane. School dragged by,

the trees. I looked around. There was dark, thick moss hanging

even with Anna’s excited attempts at conversation. As soon as

off the bark, and gloom itself seemed to hang from the

I got home, I clambered into my room and collapsed onto the

branches, it was as though someone took my feelings and hung

bed, trying not to think about how crazy my new home was.

them on the trees. But the trees were in a state of serenity. I

But even as I tried to suppress these thoughts, even as my

was in panic.

mind was surrendering to sleep, I swear I saw a unicorn below

He looked at me. “Are you afraid?” he asked in a low voice.
“Why should I be?” I asked, even though I was indeed petrified.
“Are you crazy? I’m a monster. I could eat you” he said, turning

Photograph
Tate Holcombe, Twelfth Grade
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my window.
Watching me.

If I Were Mayor essay
Avery Dekshenieks, Sixth Grade
This essay was selected as one of twelve winners in the Georgia Municipal Association Essay Contest.
If I were mayor, I would want to continue to support

these roads on a priority basis to lighten the rush hour traffic.

growth and development. There are many ways I could do this,

During busier hours of the day, these roads can look like

but it would first take one big idea and a plan. I would start by

parking lots. Another factor that causes traffic to be so bad is

coming up with a major attraction in Cumming to increase our

the construction. I understand that some roads need widening,

growth. Then I would work on making our roads and

but the construction workers must complete it quickly and

commutes around our city much better. I would then continue

work smart during the busier times of the day. I would also

to provide a better education for our children through better

not allow as many traffic lights in an attempt to keep the traffic

cultural attractions.

moving. Traffic causes a lot of people stress, and a stressed-out

The first thing I would do is to build a soccer stadium.

community doesn’t make for a very good one.

Cumming has come a long way since the 80’s with regard to

Lastly, I would build more museums and educational

integration. The population has become more diverse in its

centers for the arts. I would build museums more appealing to

ethnicity. Therefore, soccer has become a very popular sport

all ages to include theatre performances, famous artwork on

among children and adults. I would build a soccer stadium to

display, and an outdoor amphitheater. This would bring my

attract a Major League Soccer team or maybe even host the

community better together socially.

World Cup. This would bring lots of tourists and money into
my city.
With this tourism money, I would repair roads such as
McGinnis Ferry, Georgia 400, and Highway141. We need to fix

One day, I hope to become the Mayor of Cumming. If so,
these would be the first things I would do to make my
community a great place to live. That’s what I’d do if I were
Mayor.

Untitled
Sara Sutton, Sixth Grade
How far but how strange the human mind conspires
All it takes for a judgment, is one glance down the aisle
Maybe it`s a man recognized at once by his race
Or a woman called out for her tired weary face
The idea an old fellow an oyster for not wearing a band
Could be the already known faults committed by the calluses upon the hand
All of these instantly labeled for their cover, tinged by the normalcy of adversity
Instinctively gawk, if one could only see more clearly
The tattoo plastered across the arm is never as profound as the immutable one across the heart
The never predictable reckless faults that diminished a family apart
Given up or still trying
Broken promises from the choice of sole relying
Never closed but broken doors, with no knowledge of how to repair
All different stories but always the same deciding stare
Those can`t help how others see them, so now judgment is on you
The ones keeping speculating watch are in fact the easiest to see through
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Secrets Can Kill
Macy King, Eighth Grade
Whack, whack, whack. A loud, annoying sound came from

over to Hannah. He wrapped his arms around her waist from

the other side of her locked door. ‘Just ignore it,’ Hannah

behind and pulled her into his lap. “Do you remember what I

thought to herself. She closed her eyes again and blocked out

first told you when we met?”

the rest of the world in the darkness of the room. Whack,

She laughed slightly, but returned to her solemn

whack, whack. The sound jerked Hannah back to the

appearance. “You told me that the biggest risk I could ever

loneliness of her current state. “Go away!” she managed to

take in life was loving you.”

squeak through her tired voice. There was a moment of

“Still to this day I believe that is true,” he whispered in her

silence and then it came again- whack, whack, whack. “I said

ear. Caleb’s breath hitting the skin on her neck sent chills up

go away!” she yelled a little louder this time. When Hannah

Hannah’s back.

thought the nuisance was gone, it sounded again- whack,
whack, whack. She angrily huffed, heaved herself off the twin
bed, and walked over to the door. Before opening it, she

“What if you aren’t protecting me by keeping this side of
you hidden? What if you are actually harming me?”
“That’s the only thing I’m scared of…” Caleb’s voice trailed

waited. Whack, whack, wha... Swinging the door opened

off, and Hannah focused on the familiarity of his breathing.

before the last whack came, Hannah didn’t even look at who

Neither of the two spoke and they sat in the silence just

was standing behind it. “Apparently you do not understand

soaking up the fact that for once they were together. On the

the meaning of go aw-“ she then looked up and saw his warm

street below, the world continued to rotate slowly. Everyone

face smiling at her.

continued with their daily routines completely unaware of

“I get that a lot,” was his only response. Hannah’s face
became warm and suddenly she was self-conscious of her
appearance- her haired hadn’t been brushed, her clothes were
wrinkled, her makeup smeared, and the room behind her was
scattered with various items.
Hannah struggled to find words, “What are you doing
here? I thought you were dead.”
“You sound unpleasantly surprised. Come on, Hannah.

what fate was about to cause. “Hannah?” Caleb broke the
silence.
“Yeah?”
“I love…” but his voice was lost in a shrill screech that filled
the air. It was then followed by screams and the floor started
to shake. Caleb shot off the bed and hurried over to the
window peering through the partially opened curtain. A look
of concern covered his face and the words Hannah was hoping

You had to know I wasn’t dead,” he joked. Walking past her

to hear were forgotten about. Grabbing a nearby bag, Caleb

into the shaded room, he sat on a chair.

threw it across the room to Hannah. “Pack up anything and

“I am surprised. I’ve cried for months without consolation
because I believed you were gone. Why didn’t you call? Why
didn’t you send some kind of message?”
“Don’t be mad. I wanted to call. I wanted to see your face,
but I just couldn’t risk it.”

everything that you need. We have to leave, now.”
“What’s happening, Caleb?” Hannah asked trying to gain
her bearings.
“My name’s not Caleb and I’m not who you think I am, but
right now I need you to just do what I ask in order to save your

“Risk what, Caleb?”

life. Please listen, Hannah.” These words seemed to fly right

He shifted uncomfortably in his seat, “I want to tell you,

over Hannah’s head as she scrambled to grab clothes, food,

Hannah. I really do, but I can’t.”
Sighing, Hannah walked to the foot of her bed and sat
down. “Why is it always like this with you?”
“Like what?”
“All the secrets and not being able to tell me about what is

and blankets. As she was doing this, Caleb kept pacing the
room and then glancing out the window again. The
commotion still hadn’t quieted down, and a gunshot was heard
over the screaming crowd. “We need to be leaving.”
He took Hannah’s hand and started for the door, but froze

really going on. I worry about you night and day because I

when a deep voice was heard on the other side of the door,

never know what is happening. Is there another girl?”

“The one we want is in there. Do with the girl as you wish, but

“No, no, no. There could never be another girl, Hannah. It

I want both of them alive and brought back to base.” Caleb’s

has nothing to do with anyone else. By not telling you this, I

eyes shot around the room looking for anyway of escape.

believe I am protecting you,” Caleb stood up and made his way

Looking towards the window, an idea sparked in his mind. He
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jumped to the main door and locked it quickly building a

breath. A head poked through the window as she pushed

barricade to stall the pursers.

herself harder against the wall trying to hide. He turned to the

“Do you trust me?” he asked opening the window to the

left, scanned the stairwell, and then began to turn to the right.

small apartment. Following Caleb through the window onto

At that moment, a dart, silent and stealthy, shot up from the

the fire escape balcony outside the window, Hannah nodded.

pavement below and accurately hit the scout killing him

He descended two flights of the narrow stairs and reached the

instantly. Creeping along the railing, Hannah looked over the

ground untouched. Hannah hadn’t moved a muscle since they

edge at Caleb below. He waved down at her, “Jump!” The

stepped outside the building. There was a crash on the other

ground seemed so far down. Hannah grabbed the railing to

side of the wall, and she spun around to see the door broken

steady her dizzy head. “Hannah! I’m going to catch you. Trust

in. Four huge men, all in black, were entering the small room.

me!” With that, Hannah closed her eyes and stepped of the fire

Pointing each criminal to different directions, the leader began

escape. Within seconds of leaving the safety of the stairwell,

walking towards Hannah and Caleb’s escape route. Hannah

Hannah entered a different safety; she wasn’t sure at first

pressed herself against the cool brick wall. Swoosh- the subtle

where she had landed because her eyes were tightly shut but

sound of the old window opening caused Hannah to hold her

upon opening them, she saw Caleb’s comforting face.

Surviving Without You
Macy King, Eighth Grade
G

D

G

D

Looking up at you from the ground,

Picking up my heart off the floor,

Em

Em

Cadd9

Cadd9

Begging to just be found

I don’t need you anymore.

Am

Am

C

C

I’m lost, Don’t want to pay the cost

I’m strong, Forgot all the things you did wrong.

G

G

D

D

Grab your hand, Don’t leave me here.

Release my grip, Allow you to slip,

Em

Em

Cadd9

Cadd9

I’m alone, You won’t pick up the phone.

No longer alone, Don’t even hear your moans.

Am

Am

C*

C

Please Answer Me, Let me be free.

Won’t answer you, Your pain is overdue.

(Chorus)

(Repeat Chorus)

Am

C

I thought you could help me through

Am C G D

G

Em

D

Cadd9

I believed you would be true

I am surviving without you

Em

Am C G D

Cadd9

I wanted you to stay,
Am

Em
C

Cadd9

G

This is me surviving without you

And never walk away, never walk away.
G

D

But now I can see the truth,
Em*

Cadd9*

I can survive without you
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I believe in imagination.
Olivia Kolkana, Seventh Grade
It was a nightmare all over again. Rain poured on my
sweaty brow, while I stammered with the doorknob. How
could it be raining indoors? Peering up, I glanced at the ceiling,
but only found wood, which was barely visible. I couldn’t

bullets straight towards me. I covered my face with my hands,
not wanting to look.
“Ouch,” I cried, as a razor sharp beak dug through my skin.
I found the exit and made a dash for it, never again running

believe it. They were on my trail again. Footsteps reached my

into the oak tree and the hanging portrait. The end was near.

ears from not so far away. This will be the end of me, I thought.

Blood dripped down my arm where the crows had efficiently

Finally the doorway gave in.

aimed. I could feel it, warm and sticky. While I still came

Now I stumbled outside in a courtyard, the rain icier than

running with my eyes closed, a cool breeze washed over me, so

ever. A stone path surrounded by bushes was all I could make

cold as if I was stepping into the North Pole. Struck by the

out thought the perplexing fog. Without warning, my feet

fluctuating temperature, I sneaked a peak at what laid ahead.

guided me to a small clearing, when the rain stopped abruptly.

Still sprinting along, I didn’t notice the sign that read: Danger-

I wiped my face on my drenched jacket.

abyss ahead. Before I knew it, my body fell into the never-

The clearing held a fountain, which had been carved into a
huge spider. The full moon cast an eerie shadow over it,

ending, dark, chasm. My life had reached its end.
Then, I woke up. The scenery changed from dark to light.

making it look as though the arachnid had come alive. The

Fifteen confused faces stared back at me. The bell rang,

fountain was made of pure, white marble. Intricate patterns

signaling the end of math class.

made it look absolutely ancient all over. I told myself that I
couldn’t stop here. They would have me soon. I shuddered. All
of a sudden, out of nowhere, two paths opened up. One

Second-hand Smile

descended, while the other ascended. I pranced my way up the

Gena Brown, Ninth Grade

one rising towards the night sky. Here I stopped.
A very misty oak tree stood in my way. One single portrait,

With stuttering fingers,

lined with a golden frame hung from a middle branch. It was a

I paint hands gold.

picture of many colorful butterflies. My chapped hand, as

Collecting high fees

white as death, reached out to touch it. The painting wanted to

For the sense of Midas I give.

be touched; just one small finger. As soon as I did so, the
butterflies on the picture fluttered off. I could almost hear a

Nothing like the wings of yesterdays.

faint, “Beware,” when they swarmed around my ears.
It started raining again as two more paths appeared before
me, as if by magic. I ran around the tree and thought about my
next decision. Instead of going down, these paths led left and
right. Needing to hurry, I chose the left path. Again, my feet
took off before I did, speeding around the bend. When the
pebble walkway started to wind around, it curved right, when
it used to be the other direction. But, at that moment, my mind
was on other things, like life.
This time I entered another small clearing. Surrounded by
trees, which seemed to have black leaves, I panted, kneeling
down. Wait, those aren’t leaves. Those are crows. Hundreds of
them perched on top of the branches. What were they going to
do? Where they waiting for something? No paths appeared,
leaving me in a dead end. One small sound and I was sure the
black birds would go crazy. Backing up, my foot slipped on the
wet ground and I went down. Black shapes sped as fast as
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Acrylic paint
Helen Fiorillo, Eighth Grade

Watercolor and marker

Acrylic paint

Hailey Wagner, Eighth Grade

Kayley Anderkin, Eleventh Grade

Acrylic paint
Travis Green, Eighth Grade
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Acrylic paint
Kristen Bagwell, Eleventh Grade
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Acrylic paint
Savannah Fordham, Sixth Grade

Acrylic Paint
Monique Bagwell, Eighth Grade
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Photograph
Kaitlyn McIntosh, Eighth Grade

\

Photograph
Anna Kate Newell, Seventh Grade
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